
MUSIC E-LEARNING FAQs:  
● If your summative video was recieved I graded it, if not you are excused from the 

assignment. If you are a soloist and still want to turn your video in, do so by Friday(3/20). 
● There will be two categories of assignments during this break. One for those who have 

their instruments and one for those who do not.  
● If you need to up your grade - do both and get the credit if you want! (this only applies if 

you have an instrument at home and CAN do both) 
● As per school policy, all grades during the quarantine are formative. 
● Mrs. Hartrick is available to chat during the day if needed. Shoot me an email and I will 

respond as soon as I can. 
● If you or someone in your family contracts the Corona virus or become ill - please take 

care of your health as the first priority. It is more important than Internet school!  
 
 

MONDAY 3/16/20: B DAY 

Instrument: visit soundtrap.com and sign up 
with Mrs. H’s classroom code: EQBCG34. 
Complete the ringtone assignment. Find 
instructions attached. Optional - add a track 
in your ringtone track that includes an audio 
track of you playing your instrument. 

No Instrument: visit soundtrap.com and sign 
up with Mrs. H’s classroom code: EQBCG34. 
Complete the ringtone assignment. Find 
instructions attached. 

💚TUESDAY 3/17/20: A DAY💚 

Instrument: visit soundtrap.com and sign up 
with Mrs. H’s classroom code: EQBCG34. 
Complete the ringtone assignment. Find 
instructions attached.Optional - add a track in 
your ringtone track that includes an audio 
track of you playing your instrument. 

No Instrument: visit soundtrap.com and sign 
up with Mrs. H’s classroom code: EQBCG34. 
Complete the ringtone assignment. Find 
instructions attached. 

WEDNESDAY 3/18/20: B DAY 

Instrument: Practice videos are due for the 
following music. Attach to assignment in GC. 
Newbs book 1 p. 42, D Major with repeat and 
metronome at 100 bpm. Observe proper bow 
direction and lift. Violins/viola Appalachian 
mm. 1-17 with metronome approx 120-140 
BPM. Cello 9-25. Olds book 2, p. 44 (see 
scan) # 191, #192 (violins only) G major scale 
with metronome at 100 BPM. Cake by the 
Ocean mm. 1-13. 
 
 

No Instrument: Famous Musician Research 
Paper 



 

THURSDAY 3/19/20: A DAY 

Instrument: (if you aren’t sure if you are an 
old or newb, do the assignment that best fits 
your playing abilities) Newbs -Bb and Eb 
scales from Basic Band Warm Ups with 
metronome at 100 BPM, from Measures of 
Success Book 1 choose three songs of your 
choice, 3.8 and higher. Please review the 
accidentals definition on p.19.  Olds - Bb and 
Eb scale study with metronome at 80 BPM 
(or higher), Bruno 1-19 

No Instrument: Famous Musician Research 
Paper 

FRIDAY 3/20/20: B DAY 

Instrument: Create your own commercial 
with a classical music soundtrack project. 

No Instrument: Create your own commercial 
with a classical music soundtrack project. 
 

 
 
 


